QT FAN/LIGHT SERVICE GRILLE REPLACEMENT
REPLACE GRILLE

WARNING
DISCONNECT THE ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY
AND LOCK OUT THE SERVICE PANEL FOR THE
EXISTING FAN/LIGHT.

MODELS WITH (2) 18W GU24
FLUORESCENT LAMPS

REMOVE GRILLE ASSEMBLY

1. No special assembly or disassembly
requirements necessary. Continue to “INSTALL
NEW GRILLE” section.

ALL MODELS

SPRINGS

MODELS WITH (1) 42W 4-PIN
FLUORESCENT LAMP
BALLAST

1. Pull grille assembly down from ceiling to expose two
SPRINGS. Squeeze each spring together and remove from
the pair of tabs on each side of housing.
2. Unplug grille assembly from housing or ballast receptacle.

Remove the
BALLAST as
follows:
1. Unplug motor and
ballast from their
RECEPTACLES in
corner of housing.

RECEPTACLES
THUMBSCREW

2. Remove
THUMBSCREW
(or hex head screw)
from MOTOR PLATE
FLANGE.

MOTOR PLATE
FLANGE

MOTOR
PLATE
TAB

3. Remove light lens from grille assembly by inserting a small
flat-blade screwdriver between grille and lens locking tab,
and prying lens out.
4. Carefully remove fluorescent bulb(s) and night-light bulb,
and dispose of appropriately, according to local laws and
requirements. Discard remaining grille assembly and lens.
5. If necessary, vacuum interior of fan with a dusting brush
attachment for continued quiet and efficient operation, long
life, and attractive appearance.
6. Check unit’s specification label on side of housing or on motor
plate to determine current lamp type and wattage. Proceed to
the “REPLACE GRILLE” section for your type of lamp.

SIDE OF
HOUSING
3. Find the single TAB on the MOTOR PLATE (located next to
the motor’s receptacle). Push up near motor plate tab while
pushing out on SIDE OF HOUSING. Or insert a flat-blade
screwdriver into slot in housing (next to tab) and twist screwdriver. Pivot motor plate down and remove.

INSTALL NEW GRILLE

BALLAST

ALL MODELS

PIVOT
TABS

NUTS

4. Remove (2) NUTS securing BALLAST using 11/32” socket
or wrench. Remove ballast and dispose of appropriately, according to local laws and requirements

PIVOT
TABS

(Grille style may vary from shown.)

1. Plug grille assembly onto its receptacle in corner of housing.
2. Squeeze one grille spring together and insert it into one pair
of tabs on the side of housing. Repeat with the other grille
spring.

TAB
3. Push grille assembly up until it is tight against the ceiling.

5. Reinstall blower assembly by inserting two motor plate PIVOT
TABS into slots in housing and pivoting blower assembly
up until the third motor plate TAB snaps into matching slot
in opposite side of housing. Make sure tabs hold blower
assembly securely in place.
6. Reinstall thumbscrew (or hex head screw).
7. Plug motor onto its receptacle in corner of housing. Continue
to “INSTALL NEW GRILLE” section.

MODELS WITH (1) 26W 2-PIN
FLUORESCENT LAMP

4. Remove light lens from grille by carefully inserting a small
flat-blade screwdriver between grille and lens locking tab and
prying lens out.

RECEPTACLE
BALLAST
Remove the
BALLAST as
follows:

NUTS

1. Unplug BALLAST from
its RECEPTACLE in
corner of housing.
2. Remove (2) NUTS securing ballast using 3/8” socket or
wrench. Remove ballast and dispose of appropriately,
according to local laws and requirements. Continue to
“INSTALL NEW GRILLE” section.

5. Install light bulbs. (2) 18W fluorescent bulbs are supplied.
Purchase a 4W incandescent night-light bulb. Insert bulbs
into their sockets.
6. Replace light lens.
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